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9 Unconventional 
Ways To Grow 
Your Podcast 
(In 5 Minutes Per Day)



Wow, where to start? 

I know you feel the 
same when wondering 
how to grow your 
podcast audience.

Growing your podcast audience is hard; building your fanbase 
is a long-term commitment and creating a podcast that 
resonates isn’t easy. This is the reality of podcasting, whether 
you’re just launching your podcast, or a veteran with 1,000 
episodes under your belt.

There’s a lot of advice out there and every day there seems to 
be more and more so I’ll ask again, where to start?

The answer is always with your content. Making sure that you 
love creating it and making sure that you know why you do 
it means that the passion that you have for your show will 
remain right there in your voice during every single episode.

But when it comes to marketing your podcast, you can dive 
into any one of a thousand things, in any order.

This guide is a picklist. It’s something that you can flick 
through and spend five minutes per day working on. Some of 
the tips are straight "do this" while some are more conceptual 
and will require some thought from your own unique 
perspective.

Building a vibrant and ever-growing podcast audience is 
possible if you have the focus to achieve it - this guide will 
give you that creative boost when you need it.

And, if you need help, here’s my email address:
mark@rebelbasemedia.io.

Keep talking.
Mark

The Rebel Base Media podcast studio     Sheffield, England

Podcasters, 
just like you.

Equipped with



Interview shows are SO 
prevalent these days, and of 
course, that’s not necessarily 
a bad thing. But in certain 
niches, entrepreneurship, for 
example, it’s a very small yet 
extremely crowded space. 

When interviewing your 
guests, why not make it 
easy for them to want to 
share YOUR show over the 
multitude of others that they 
guest on by allowing them 
to say things that they’ve 
NEVER said?

After all, you want your guest 
to share that they have been 
on your show, right?

Well, think about it this way. 
A huge benefit of inviting a 
guest on your podcast is to 
try and use their network 
to build yours. The problem 
you face is that most genres 
in the podcasting space are 
crowded. Everyone’s doing it, 
everyone’s interviewing the 
same guests and everyone’s 
asking the same questions.

Same is lame.

If you want your guest to 
share your podcast over the 
avalanche of others that 

they’ve been on, you need 
to do something DIFFERENT. 
Something they don’t expect. 
Get them talking about their 
personal passions and they 
will be more inclined to share 
because it’s so rare that they 
get to talk about those things 
on a podcast. 

Talking about the same old 
thing in every podcast is 
BORING. 

Ask them about their favorite 
TV shows, weird hobbies 
you wouldn’t expect them to 
have, basically anything that 
gets their tongues wagging 
about something NEW. Do 
your research beforehand 
and plan for a conversation 
that they will likely have 
never had before on a 
podcast. 

If you get your guest talking 
about something other than 
what they’re known for then 
YOUR podcast will be the one 
they share with their network 
because they want to and 
because they had FUN.
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Leverage Your Guests in 
Ways That They Enjoy!
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"Engagement" can feel like a yucky buzzword 
at times. But for a podcaster, it can be vital 
to a show’s growth. You need to understand 
that engagement means interaction with 
YOU, the host and vitally: you need to ASK 
for it! People WANT to be led and told to do 
something, not left to guess.

I sign off 99% of my podcast episodes asking 
listeners to get in touch with me via our 
Rebel Base Media free coaching. Why do I 
do this? It’s because it’s the easiest and 
quickest way that you can engage with me. I 
don’t force my listeners to roam the web in 
search of a way to contact me. I spoon feed it 
to them because I want to hear from them. I 
want them to send me an email. I want them 
to ENGAGE with me.

I get it, engagement is a term that has 
become so overused it’s started to lose all 
meaning. On social media, engagement is 
often defined as when people like, comment 
or share your posts. But what does it mean 
for a podcaster?

It’s simple and it’s all about you - 
engagement is when people interact with the 
person behind the mic. It’s when they get in 
touch with YOU. That’s it. 

But, people aren’t going to engage with you if 
they don’t know HOW. 

So, you’ve got to swallow that little bit of 
discomfort that you might have and straight 
up spoon feed your listeners on how to reach 
out to you. Don’t assume that they have the 
know-how or the time to hunt Google for 
your contact details. Give it to them on a 
silver platter and if you have a longer-form 
podcast, disperse your call to action to 
engage with you throughout each episode, by 
placing it at the beginning, mid-way through 
and at the end.

It doesn’t have to be complex. Keep it simple, 
as simple as sharing your email address, and 
remember to ASK for the engagement that 
you want.

Understand That 
Engagement 
Means Interaction 
& Ask For It!

T I P  T W O
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We’ve all been asked "thanks for being 
on my show, where can people find 
you online?" at the end of a podcast 
episode (sidenote: put that at the 
START, who listens until the end?!) - 
what you tell people here is VITAL and 
MUST be consistent, promoting one 
thing only. ONE.

My question for you is this; when 
people hear you as a guest on a show, 
what do you want them to do? 

Do you want them to listen to your 
podcast? Do you want them to 
download a free content upgrade in 
exchange for their email address? Do 
you want them to follow you on social 
media? Define what your ONE thing 
is and stick with it across all of the 
podcasts that you guest on.

Whatever your call to action is, you’ve 
got to make it simple and easy to do. 
For example, it’s not a good idea to 
encourage people to subscribe to your 
45-minute per episode podcast. That’s 
a big commitment to make based on 
their first encounter with you. 

Think of it like dating. If you meet 
someone you like and want to get to 
know them, asking them if they want 
to go for a coffee is easy to do. Nice. 
Straightforward. Not too much of a 
time commitment. You most likely 
wouldn’t straight off ask them if they 

want to go on a day trip with you or a 
weekend away. Too much. Too soon.

Remember, if your goal is to grow your 
podcast audience, you need a call 
to action that makes sense in that 
context. So, go for something simple. 
Tell potential listeners where they 
can go to hear a short trailer of your 
podcast to help them decide if it’s 
something that they want to invest 
more of their time in.

Creating an evergreen call to action 
like this is super effective because 
you’re not asking for a lot. You’re 
asking for just 90 seconds of their 
time and by the time they’re done 
listening to the teaser, they’ll know if 
your podcast show is right for them.

Evergreen is important because you 
never know when someone is going to 
listen to the show.

You’re also making it really easy 
because if they are listening to you on 
a podcast then they are already, most 
likely, using a podcast app and can 
find you readily using that. This is so 
much easier than asking them to go 
over to your website or a social media 
platform.

Keep it consistent. Keep it simple. 
Keep it evergreen.

Create One Consistent Call 
to Action for When You’re
A Guest on Other Shows

T I P  T H R E E



Radio and TV have been creating segments 
for years and years now, and the reason is 
clear: they are separately marketable assets 
- and because podcasts aren’t regulated, 
we can get even more creative here - let me 
share with you the segments that we created 
for the Captivate.fm podcast.

Captivate is a podcast for podcasters created 
by my great friend Jessica Kupferman and I. 
Our goal with the podcast is to help people 
like you to become the definitive audio 
influencer in your niche. Rather than create 
the average, run-of-the-mill type stuff and 
spend our time sharing pull quotes to post 
on Instagram, we took it one step further and 
designed the show into shareable segments. 
The same can be said for Spark of Rebellion, 
my Star Wars show.

Why did we do this? 

Firstly, we knew that we could market the 
specific segments on Instagram. What 
we’re sharing is something so much more 
interesting than a standard, boring, quote 
graphic and they pique the interest whilst 
giving listeners something that they can rely 
upon being there during every single episode.

Secondly, they’re not only super sharable but 
we’ve gone a bit ‘risqué’ with the titles. We 
chose names that we know will make people 
stop scrolling long enough to think – what on 
Earth is this about? Yes, it’s risky. But risky 
gets you noticed and when there’re so many 
other shows about podcasting in the world, 
being noticed is vital. 

If you want to know exactly what I’m referring 
to, then be sure to listen to the trailer at 
Captivate.fm/podcast. I promise it won’t take 
long.

One segment covers the daft things going 
on in podcasting and has a suitably ‘Jess 
and Mark style’ name. Another explores 
‘podcasting mass debates’ (yeah, you read 
that right - say it again, faster) of the industry 
and the third, ‘Audio Influence Assignment 
of the Week,’ supplies you with a mini 
homework assignment to help you to grow 
your podcast. 

The segment that I’m most proud of is ‘The 
Flattering Ram,’ which does exactly what you 
expect it to.

We pick something or someone to randomly 
shower with praise and hopefully make their 
day a little brighter. Although it’s simple, 
this is the type of content that people love 
to share online. Plus, the person who we 
flattered may just go ahead and share with 
their audience too. This comes back to points 
made in Tip #1, people will share your content 
if it’s different and interesting!

If you want to make your podcast more 
interesting and get people to tune in after 
seeing your posts on places like Instagram 
and Facebook, consider designing your show 
around distinctly marketable and shareable 
segments.

Develop 
Marketable 
Segments for
Your Show

T I P  F O U R
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5 Ask Your 

Audience 
What They 
Want and 
When

The results came in and to my surprise, the 
winner of the poll was an option I hadn’t even 
considered - to wrap The 7 Minute Mentor 
up totally and reframe my knowledge with 
a pure podcasting focus into The Podcast 
Accelerator. It was genius! 

This story comes with a valuable lesson. 
When in doubt, ASK your audience what they 
want and when they want it. When you create 
something that other people rely on and 
grow attached to, they’re more than just your 
listeners. They become stakeholders. They 
become friends.

You may be the host of your podcast, but 
that doesn’t mean that you should dictate 
everything and always do things on your own 
terms. 

Consider what your audience wants from 
you and don’t think twice about asking 
them what that is! Like me, you may be 
really surprised at what you hear. Audience 
feedback is essential if you want to grow 
your show and remember, you have to stay 
humble when listeners say things that you 
might not like to hear!

Entrepreneurs online are ALWAYS saying "ask 
what someone has a problem with and then 
create a solution" - it’s a cliché, but just like 
any cliché, it has a solid founding - but as a 
podcaster, we can sometimes get arrogant 
and believe that because it’s OUR show, we 
can always do it on OUR terms. I disagree - let 
me explain what I did for my podcast, The 7 
Minute Mentor to illustrate...

My business partner, Kieran McKeefery and 
I, have put together a behind-the-scenes 
podcast called Founders’ Fireside, which 
explores the behind-the-scenes of running 
a podcasting tech company. The show 
examines the challenges that come with 

it and the lessons learned while growing a 
human-focused podcasting business. 

It’s exciting stuff but I had an issue. I couldn’t 
decide what changes to make to my existing 
3x per week podcast to free up my time 
to focus on Founders’ Fireside. So, I let my 
audience decide for me.

I sent an email that simply said, "I need your 
advice, please" followed by three options for 
them to choose from. I was either going to 
stop The 7 Minute Mentor so I could put more 
time and energy into Founders’ Fireside, keep 
The 7 Minute Mentor going as normal, or do 
something entirely different.
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6 I get SO many messages on social platforms asking me 

which networks people should try to join to try to build their 
audience. A "DIY" podcast network is something that I’ve been 
implementing for a few years now, and I want to talk to you 
about why that could be a great idea for you and your show - 
because guess what, if a listener isn’t listening to a podcast 
that YOU own, then they’re listening to someone else’s!

What is a DIY podcast network?

Put simply, a DIY podcast network is where you group all of 
your audio content together into one, branded network. As you 
may or may not know, I host more than a few podcasts and 
you can find them on all of the typical podcast apps such as 
Spotify, Apple Podcasts and so on. 

Whenever you search for one of my shows in any of these apps, 
it’ll come up just like any other podcast. However, you’ll also 
notice a link on the page that says, "more from this publisher." 
Clicking that link will bring up all of my other shows because 
they’re all a part of the same DIY podcast network by our 
company, Rebel Base Media.

But not only that, the Rebel Base Media network also includes 
content from the other Rebel Base Media team members, too. 
It works so very well!

When a listener finishes listening to one of your podcasts, 
the next one that they potentially listen to is another one of 
YOUR podcasts because perhaps during your episode, you 
cross-promote your shows to current listeners. Research from 
Edison shows that listeners are rarely subscribed to just one 
show - so by grouping your own shows into a network and 
cross-promoting, you give yourself the very best chance of 
"upselling" your other podcasts to your current listeners.

You can set this up easily on Captivate.fm, our podcast 
hosting, analytics and marketing platform that makes it so 
easy for you to build your own DIY podcast network with just a 
few clicks, and lets you host multiple podcasts/RSS feeds for 
just one cost.

Consider Developing 
Your Own "DIY" 
Podcast Network

T I P  S I X



As a podcaster, you’re a brand. It’s that 
clear - you’re not simply a content producer. 
And as such, how and when you deliver your 
message is vital - sometimes, sitting on your 
content for a little while can make it even 
better. That’s something that we practice 
hard here at Rebel Base Media.

For example, when I record episodes for The 
Podcast Accelerator I often decide to hang 
onto them for a while before hitting publish. 
Let me explain why...

Firstly, if you leave your content for a while 
and then come back to it, you can see things 
so much more clearly. Putting distance 
between yourself and a piece of content is 
a great way to gain perspective and see the 
content in a new light.

Always consider what you want to achieve 
with your content. Does your content offer a 
solution? If not, you can go back and make a 
few adjustments until you’re sure you’ve got 
a cohesive piece of content that delivers lots 
of value AND the solution or entertainment 
that your audience needs. 

Secondly, assess how your new content fits 
in with other pieces of content.  Does your 
podcast episode make sense to be released 
with other episodes planned for the future 
because there is a clear theme running 
throughout them all that your audience 
would benefit from? 

Remember to design and plan a solid 
marketing strategy around each piece of 
podcast content, too. That way, when you are 
ready to publish it, you’ll know exactly how 
to distribute it so that it delivers a lasting 
impact for you and your brand.Don’t just hit 
publish and move on to the next episode!

Lastly, if your content is topical or even 
controversial, then it’s always a good idea to 
assess the current landscape of your niche/
industry with regards to when you publish. 

For example, for my podcast, The Podcast 
Accelerator, I make sure that I review my 
content schedule against what I know is 
going on in the industry, what I anticipate 
is going on, and occasionally I publish 
‘bonus’ reactionary episodes where timing 
is everything - they are up-to-the-minute 
reactions to industry news and are often my 
most downloaded episodes for the month.

If you are strategic about what you create 
and hold back until it’s the right time to 
release it, you’ll give your content the best 
chance of impact. Patience is a virtue.

Be Strategic 
About Your 
Content & 
When You 
Release It

T I P  S E V E N
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You can’t control everything about the 
discoverability of your podcast. But, you CAN 
control three things that I like to call the three 
pillars of podcast discoverability. If you want 
more listeners, you NEED to create a marketing 
campaign to target each of the three types of 
person:

1. People who don’t know about podcasting

Shock horror, not everyone in the world knows 
about podcasting! So, what can you do about 
it? Well, you need to not only teach people that 
podcasts do exist, but more importantly, that 
YOUR show exists and if they tune in, they’re 
going to absolutely love it. 

Make things simple for them. Tell them what 
a podcast is, how they can listen in and how 
they can find your show by searching for it on 
their favorite audio app. Also, tell them it’s free, 
if you don’t know what a podcast is, it’s fair to 
assume that ‘subscribing’ may incur a fee.

Bonus: by using your own show as the example 
show in this marketing campaign, you 
naturally stand a high chance of being the first 
show that a new podcast listener tunes in to!

2. People who know about podcasting, but 
don’t know about your show

Next, we’ve got the type of people who are 
aware of podcasts but remain completely 
oblivious to your show. These are the people 
that would probably really like your show and 
get a lot of value from it, but they just don’t 
know about it.

This is where you create brand-level marketing. 
Pull things like testimonials and reviews from 
Apple Podcasts and so on and market just how 
good your show is. This is your chance to win 

people over, so give them enough of a reason 
to listen in.

Your podcast guesting strategy is important, 
here. Ensuring that you cross promote via 
guesting on other podcasts and/or pre-
inserted promo swaps is super important.

3. Create content that matters to real people

You MUST create content that evokes enough 
emotion for someone to pick up their device, 
unlock it and press "share". That’s a fair 
amount of work for someone listening to a 
podcast. Creating content that is ‘safe’ (and 
dare I say just a bit ‘meh’), isn’t going to stand 
the test of time, nor is it going to generate 
new listeners for you over the long-term. The 
winners in podcasting create episodes that 
make their listener smile, laugh, cry, have an
‘a-ha!’ moment and that makes the listener 
want to tell someone what they just heard.

If nobody’s sharing your podcast, it’s probably 
because you aren’t creating content that really 
matters to your listeners. I’m sorry but it’s 
true. Your content must resonate with people 
enough to convince them to take time out of 
their busy day to tune in and share what you 
have to say.

If you’ve got nothing important or interesting 
to talk about, you’ll have a hard time building 
an audience. You have to create episode level 
marketing that demonstrates just how much 
your show hits the mark and you have to OWN 
your voice and your opinions.

Develop Three 
Types of Marketing
Campaign for
Your Podcast

T I P  E I G H T 
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This is based on our Podcast Discoverability Triangle 
concept (www.rebelbasemedia.io/discoverability)

Many podcasters believe that marketing your 

podcast is simply about promoting each episode 

when sadly, it’s not. Just like marketing any other 

product, a multi-faceted approach is vital - I posit 

that you should create three types of marketing 

campaign to build your podcast’s brand: show level, 

episode level and ‘what is a podcast’ level...
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We’ve talked about the three pillars of 
podcast discoverability and as with 
any product, word of mouth is the most 
effective method of growing your show. So, 
instead of casting a wide net and building 
an anonymous number of downloads, I’d 
suggest a strategy that includes one-to-one 
connections and that asks for referrals.

I’m not saying that you shouldn’t market your 
podcast online. However, if you’re only doing 
things like Facebook Ads, video promotions 
and sharing quotes on Instagram, you won’t 
make any personal connections. And, that’s 
where you’re missing the mark.

My audience isn’t giant by any means. But, 
it is steadily growing because I leverage the 
power of word of mouth marketing and I build 
relationships with people around me. 

Whenever I’m at a networking event, I’ll talk 
to one person first. Then, I’ll bring another 
person and another into the group and 
introduce everyone to each other. Soon 
enough, I’ve created a mini-community of 
people, which is exactly what you need to be 
doing with your podcast - connect people to 
each other, be the nucleus.

You need to tell people about your podcast 
whenever and wherever you get the chance. 
Never discount the fact that word of mouth 
marketing is vital to the growth of your 
podcast and remember to ask your existing 
listeners to tell a friend about your show and 
to tell them that they can listen for free. Don’t 
be shy about it. 

Think about it this way. If you tell five people 
about your show per week, you’ll have 260 
potential new listeners for each episode after 
one year - it takes seconds to tell someone 
and you don’t need to spend a penny! 

Who knows...maybe each of those people will 
tell another five people about your show and 
thus, your audience grows person-by-person, 
one-by-one, friend-by-friend.

No Facebook advert could ever beat a 
recommendation from someone you know 
and trust.

What a lot of podcasters don’t understand 
is that if your goal is audience growth, then 
your podcast is your PRODUCT. And, what’s the 
most time-tested way to market a product?

WORD OF MOUTH RECOMMENDATION.

Go After
ONE Listener 
at a Time

T I P  N I N E





Record a simple, 
effective podcast 
trailer and use it 
everywhere.

B
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Since Apple gave us the ability to mark an episode 
as a "Trailer" within our podcast host, it has 
become easy to give potential new listeners a taste 
of what they can expect from our podcast.

Too often, we expect a new listener to invest 20, 30, 40 
sometimes even 60 minutes into listening to our show on the 
basis of seeing a social post or something else that we have 
automatically published within our podcast marketing - that is 
way too much to ask, after all, time is the one thing that we all 
value so we have to treat new listeners with respect.

Consider copying this simple trailer format and using it as a 
call to action to attract potential new listeners without forcing 
them to listen to a whole episode.

Before you hit record, it’s important to think of this as a real 
trailer, just like a movie. There’s no need to include anything 
that will date your trailer - ideally, this trailer will live on for the 
long-term until you have a great reason to update it.

*

•   Approximately 90-120 seconds long

• No long music introduction (music 
running underneath your voice throughout 
is pretty cool, though!)

Include 

Who you are 

A short line on your background
(aka. "Why should I trust you?") 

The day(s) and time(s) that you release 
your episodes (include if you ever might 
release bonus episodes, too) 

The format of your episodes (e.g. 
interview, solo, variety, story etc) 

How to find your podcast* 

Where to find your podcast*

*It’s vital to make sure that you tell 
people that your show is free to 
listen to and that it’s available in 
any app that supports podcasts. 
Remember, not everyone knows 
what a "podcast" is!

Once you’ve recorded your trailer, 
I highly recommend that you 
embed it into a pinned Tweet, an 
Instagram highlight and Facebook 
post using the embeddable player 
from a podcast host such as 
Captivate.fm.

You can listen to an example trailer 
at MarkAsquith.com/Listen

•

•

•

•

•

•

Get started by copying
this trailer format



What should
you do next?

Did you know there are only four 
things that stop a podcaster from 
hitting their goals? 

Take 3 minutes to find out which 
one of these four are holding YOU 
back and to be given free, clear 
next steps on exactly how to 
overcome it. 

Plus receive instant access to the 
Podcast Rebellion, our free and 
inclusive podcaster community 
where no-one is made to feel small.

www.rebelbasemedia.io/grow
Begin the next stage of your podcast growth now, at

Notes.



@rebelbasemedia
www.rebelbasemedia.io

Creating technology 
and solutions that 
help podcasters to 
find, amplify and build 
influence around their 
unique voice.


